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Data analyst salary melbourne

AU$70,814Avg. Base Salary (AUD)The average salary for a Data Analyst is AU$70,814AU$54k - AU$101kAU$0 - AU$7kAU$54k - AU$105kEXPLORE BY:An entry-level Data Analyst with less than 1 year experience can expect to earn an average total compensation (includes tips, bonus, and overtime pay) of AU$61,534 based on 59 salaries. An early
career Data Analyst with 1-4 years of experience earns an average total compensation of AU$69,860 based on 307 salaries. A mid-career …Read moreA data analyst uses data to acquire information about specific topics. This usually starts with the survey process, in which data analysts find survey participants and gather the needed information. The
data is then interpreted and presented in forms such as charts or reports. Data analysts may also put their survey data in online databases. Individuals looking for data analyst jobs must be knowledgeable in computer programs such as Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access, SharePoint, and SQL …Read more  AU$59,720Avg. Base Salary (AUD)The
average salary for a Junior Data Analyst is AU$59,720An entry-level Junior Data Analyst with less than 1 year experience can expect to earn an average total compensation (includes tips, bonus, and overtime pay) of AU$57,971 based on 31 salaries. An early career Junior Data Analyst with 1-4 years of experience earns an average total compensation
of AU$60,634 based on 38 salaries. Data Analyst Salary RangeAmong Data Analysts, Graduate / Junior Data Analysts or Data Quality Analysts tend to have the lowest salaries, while more experienced positions like Senior Data Analysts or Marketing Data Analysts enjoy the highest salaries.Data Analyst - Salary DifferencesJobSalaryDifferenceBig Data
AnalystAU$96K/year+16% Senior Data AnalystAU$90K/year+9% Marketing Data AnalystAU$89K/year+8% Master Data AnalystAU$86K/year+4% Data Warehouse AnalystAU$74K/year -11%Data Quality AnalystAU$69K/year -17%Junior Data AnalystAU$67K/year -19%Data Analyst - Pay by Experience Level in AustraliaAn Entry Level Data Analyst
with less than three years of experience can expect to earn an average compensation of AU$66,000 per year. A mid weight Data Analyst with 4-9 years of experience earns an average compensation of about AU$80,000, while a Senior Data Analyst with 10-20 years of experience makes on average AU$90,000. Data Analysts with more than 20 years of
experience earn AU$100,000 per year on average.How Work Experience Affects the Salary of a Data Analyst in AustraliaLate Career▲ +21%Senior▲ +9%Average SalaryAU$82,752/yearMid Weight▼ -3%Entry Level▼ -20%Gender BreakdownData Analyst - Related SalariesThe salary information presented on this page is based on all Data Analyst job
advertisements published on Jobted Australia in the last 12 months. Please note the figures on this page are a guideline only.Don’t miss out on new job vacancies!Create a job alert for: Data AnalystHow much does a Data Analyst make in Australia?A Data Analyst in Australia earns an average of AU$82,752 gross per year, which is about AU$6,900
gross per month. Everything you need to know about the salary of the Data Analyst updated to 2022.What is the starting salary for a Data Analyst in Australia? The starting salary of a Data Analyst in Australia is around AU$58,330 gross per year. Graduate / Junior Data Analysts or Data Quality Analysts usually have a lower salary.What is the highest
salary for a Data Analyst in Australia?The highest salary of a Data Analyst in Australia can reach and exceed AU$110,216 gross per year. Senior Data Analysts or Marketing Data Analysts usually have the highest salaries. $90,000 - 130,000 PER YEAR SIDEKICKER MELBOURNE VIC We conduct extensive salary surveys by combining data from our
existing contractors together with data gained by speaking to clients and job seekers to provide you with detailed pay rates for IT contractors in Victoria. Each position classification is accompanied by a minimum, maximum and average hourly contracting rate. The three figures incorporate a broad range of experience that a suitable candidate may
hold within each classification and allows for variances to the specific responsibilities of each position. Get the latest salary survey In publication since the 1990s, the report is based on data gathered from hundreds of leading Australian employers. The annual survey covers market conditions, business confidence, hiring intentions, emerging
technologies and more in an easy-to-read format. The 2022 edition is now available. Get the latest reportBrowse all reports The average annual salary for Data Analyst jobs in Melbourne ranges from $80,000 to $120,000.Loading... Overall 6 to 7 of experience of Data Analysts Must have proficient SQL, data mapping ,profiling and troubleshooting
skills Experience in data sourcing/system...Due to strong client demand, we are looking for a Data Analyst to join the team. About the role We are currently looking for talented Data Analysts to join...MECCA Brands are experiencing growing demand for customer data analysis and reporting to support the delivery of our long-term digital roadmap. As
a result,...Working with a house hold name at the forefront of technology development you will build reporting tools that analyses data for the implementation of a large...Quinn Allan is partnering exclusively with a technology startup/scaleup organisation with a mission to bring the magic of data into the bricks-and-mortar...See more jobs Data
inconsistency occurs when similar data is kept in different formats in more than one file. When this happens, it is important to match the data between files. Sometimes, files duplicate some data. When information like names and addresses are duplicated, it may lead to a compromise in data integrity.What Is Data Integrity? Data integrity occurs when
the data in a database are consistent. Every organization relies on data integrity to ensure that they have reliable and accurate information. The information must also be consistent with real-world events. When an organization has strong data integrity, the data represents real information. For example, it provides accurate information about a
patient’s address and phone number after they have moved. Data Inconsistency Is Caused By Redundancy Redundant data is a problem because it can create unreliable information. One person may change the value in one file but not in another file. This is a problem for companies that rely on accurate data. Let’s say that a hospital has a system for
file processing, but several files for one patient are kept separately. If a professional changes the patient’s address in one file but not in any others, the patient’s bill, or insurance information could be sent to the wrong destination. If you do not have the right phone number on each file, you may find yourself running into problems regarding which one
to call. How to Prevent Data Redundancy Several methods can prevent data redundancy. For one, planning better structures for databases can prevent data from being present in several files. In some cases, this is not possible. Normalizing a database is the next step. The process involves cleaning up the tables in the database. The goal of preventing
data redundancy is to ensure that information is in one place. It is not scattered throughout the database. Sometimes an organization tries to normalize a database. They may not be able to clean up all the redundant information. When this happens, one may see a data anomaly. Human Error Sometimes, the organization needs to step in and ensure
that employees are trained properly. Data input can be tricky, and untrained employees may not realize they are adding new information rather than changing old information. How to Prevent Data Inconsistency People approach data inconsistency in two ways. One way to fix the problem is through central semantic storage. This requires a lot of
logging and storing rules. It also involves creating a central area for information. The process can be difficult. You can also use the master reference store approach. This process seeks to centralize the data. This means that there are strict rules about where the database stores information. The goal of this approach is to have more control over
important data. It may require more resources than other methods. Every organization wants its data to be accurate and reliable. From insurance companies to tech companies, organizations all across the country need to know the information they have collected is useful. MORE FROM REFERENCE.COM Data analysts observe, record, research and
model information to detect patterns, create explanations and make recommendations to other professionals such as managers. Because this type of analysis is used in the sciences, business and administration, full-time analyst salaries depend on the kinds of information that they study and on their employers. Management analysts use data to
improve an organization’s profits and efficiency. Only a few work as employees. Most are freelancers who work contractually and are called management consultants. A bachelor’s degree is the minimum education though some employers prefer those with a master’s degree in business administration. Management analysts earned a mean $42.30 per
hour or $87,980 per year, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The bottom 10 percent averaged $21.12 per hour or $43,920. And the top 10 percent received $68.16 per hour or $141,780 per year. Their highest paying employers were manufacturers of petroleum and coal products. Mean salaries here ran $55.44 per hour or $115,320 per year.
Market research analysts study local, regional or national market conditions so they can improve the sales of a product. They research consumer demographics, preferences, buying habits and desires through questionnaires, interviews, focus groups and surveys. A bachelor’s degree in math, computer science or statistics is typically needed, though
top research positions require a master’s. Market research analysts made a mean $32.27 per hour or $67,130 per year. The low was $16.10 per hour or $33,490 per year, and the high was $54.12 per hour or $112,560 per year. Their top-paying employer was motor vehicle manufacturing with means at $47.75 per hour or $99,320 per year. Financial
analysts determine the best investments to sell or buy by evaluating economic data and business trends. On the sell side, they work for financial services sales agents. On the buy side, they work for institutional investors and wealthy individuals. Typical prerequisites include a bachelor’s degree in accounting, economics, finance or statistics, although
a master’s degree may be needed for higher positions. Financial analysts received a mean $42.18 per hour or $87,740 per year. Their lowest salary averaged $22.26 per hour or $46,300 per year, and their highest salary ran $69.99 per hour or $145,580 per year. Advertising, public relations and related services were the best employers for pay at a
mean $62.10 per hour or $129,160 per year. Computer systems analysts study the needs of an organization so they can recommend hardware and software. They work with managers to develop efficient computer procedures by analyzing the costs and benefits of current and new technology. A bachelor’s degree in computer science is a common entry
requirement. Computer system analysts made a mean $39.58 per hour or $82,230 per year, with a low of $23.74 per hour or $49,370 per year, and a high of $57.72 per hour or $120,060 per year. Their highest paying employer was animal slaughtering and processing with a means of $60.46 per hour or $125,750 per year.
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